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STaRDUoT

The Presidents Column
Edmonton Centre members have always ended their astronomical

year in a celestial extravaganea and this year is certainly no
exception. The Annual June Picnic and Observing Session is scheduled
for Friday June 11th from 7:30 p.m. at the University of Alberta's
Deven Observatory site and Centre members are reminded to bring
out their barbecues, something to barbecue, mosquito lotion and,
of course, any and all astronomical equipment they can muster.

Normally our Alberta skies shine with crystal blue intensity
however should they not the following night has been reserved for
such an eventuality as a rained-out Friday evening. If you have

any doubts that the conditions are A-OK please call the Planetarium
at 455-0119 for a confirmation. Also if you require transportation
to the site please call Bob Blaxley of the Observers's Group
or myself at

Your -esident, prior to attending the Annual General Assembly
in Hamilton, accompanied Mr. Gary Finlay of our c ty to Calgary for
their side of the Edmonton - Calgary Speaker Exchange. Aga^n Gary
gave his fascinating talk on "Energetic Limitations to Interstellar
Space Travel" and the comments after the presentation confirmed our
own fe. lings about this excellent talk.

.Some of the Calgary members expressed the feelings that the old
star parties that our two Centres used to have jointly somewhere
between the two cities should be rivived again. Let's hear your
comments at the Picnic.

Franklin C. Loehde

The Editor's Message
- ...: As this is t e last issue of Stardust until September, our files

are now empty, and we would like to have some more contributes for
future issues.

Friday, June 11, is the date of the Edmonton Center's annual
picnic, at the Deven Observatory site, and we hope to see you all there,

As usual contributes can be sent to Brian Dowling at 9-265 -
Strathearn Drive, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. '

Brian Dowling

The General Assembly - Hamilton
A full year has past since our own Centre hosted amateur and

•professional astronomers from all across Canada. This year, during
the long weekend in May, our Hamilton friends gathered-the Society
Star-seekers on the beautiful Monaster University Campus and for the
first time in the history of the Society a couple representing the
young St. Johns' Newfoundland Centre took part in the activities.
From our Centre came our Honourary President Professor E.S. Keeping
and your President and his wife.

A novel start to the Assembly was provided by some of the younger
members of the Hamilton Centre who, dressed in appropriate Steel City
white T-shirts and hard hats, escorted the delegates to their rooms
in the residence building. Later in the Assembly a ine and Cheese
Party with a lively musical accompaniment provided an excellent



°PPOrS?D;theShi'hSh?;f -he entire Assembly w» the talh. given

Ifthe ferilr op,Cecraft. Fascinate,, thorough and extremely well-
done our comments must be. nlansNext year the Assembly will be in Vancouver so nuke youx plan?
now 1

Franklin C. Loehde

HELP I HELPJ ' HELP1'
If anyone has any of the following issues of Sky and Telescope

kicking SS -d would like to dispose °* ^f"^^
muneration (money), call Paul Deans (librarian) at ^88-62Vd ^ iter
6om for President Franklin Loehde at 429-188? (after 6p.mJ.
P 1948 April; 1953 Feb.; 1954 June; 1955 Fob, Nov.; 1956 oept,Dec; 1965 Sn, iar" Apr, Aug, Sept, Oct, Dec; 1966 and up (Ml)

^•SlSlowJ^^ssior objects are the ones which are not shown
in the "Observer's Handbook." • f Qb^ct

i.t p r R s Dec. LOSin.. xy ^ "Messier N.u-.o, rt.n. uy^» — jri -J p„i „^-,rL1T|§r 45%" 12737.4m^lT020 Virgo Spiral Ualaxy
loT 3379 10h45-.2m +12051' Leo Spiral Galaxy
iot 4258 12hi6.6m 447°35•Canes Venatici Spiral Galaxy.. .
107 6171 I6h29.7m -12057' Ophiuchus ulobular Clu.t.r---
108 3556 llhlO.Om +55°10' Ursa Major Spiral Galaxy
109 3992 Hh55.0m +53°39> Ursa Major Spiral Galaxy
110 205 0h37.0m +41°25' Andromeda ^alaxy -

To Find vnint.,»t. ^nitudc and Resolving^ower of Your Teleseo^.
vTauTTs of the faintest magnitude you are able to reach with your

telescope are found as follows:
m = 9 + 5 log A

Mis the magnitude and Athe apeture in inches. Jhe results are
-.ideal" and apply to excellent seeing conditions, normal ,is,on, and
^h?^^^l^^ are fchnd'by using" the formula;

£5" 0
n,i • r-

closer stars than the bove may be resolved; whereas under poor
conditions, the given limits may not oe attained.



c The Companion of Sirius (Reprinted from Saskatoon's Newsletter)
Although sirius is one of the moot fascinating and beautiful stars.,

in the winter sky, a full appreciation of its wonders cannot be
realized without an examination of its unusual companion star. Un
fortunately,, with out telescope, this companion cannot be observed
because of the angular seperation is too small. Even with a larger
telescope the "Double System" as it is called, is too close for observa
tion. However, the facts now known about the companion of Sirius are
so unusual that it has been described as a "freak".

ihat are the facts leading to such a conclusion? The companion
star, along with Sirius, is at a distance of. 8.7 light years from the
Earth and shines with a magnitude ox (plus) 0.4 compared to the -1.6
of its parent. Close examination reveals the companion as a white
dwarf composed of matter so dense that one cubic inch of it, if
placed under the gravitational pull of the earth would weigh a ton.
Because of its unusual mass this dwarf, wh ch is only three times
larger than the earth and one seventieth the size of Sirius', possesses
a gravitational field so powerful that it perturbs the mot on of
Sirus to an extent which is large enough to be measured from the earth;
a field so strong that much of the radiation omitted by the companion
is never allowed to escape. The frequency ox light omitted by sirius'
companion is reduced-by an amount predicted by Einstein, and is a
further proof of his theories.

The next t me you gaze in wonder at the bright star Sirius,
think also of the wonder of it's companion, because this also is
Sirus.'

-

Astronomical Quiz
1. All Saint's Day in on Monday

The accepted abbreviation for the constellation of Corona
Borealis is .
The 15th letter of the Greek alphabet is .

miles is the diameter of the sun.

M 71 i£
The Observer's Handbook is in its ^
Neptune was discovered in .
The Perseid Meteor Shower is on the
The son's selonographic latitude varies
during the year; true or false?
In photographing the moon, the moon image diameter

is the Brightest star in Corona Borealis.
is the Polar radius of the Earth.

scond brightest sattalite of Saturn (a) is _•_

is the magnitude of Nereid.
in what constellation/

year of printing.

of august.
l|o andbetween

\o-1

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

The with

magnitude of (b)
miles are ?.bout the height of Noctiluceut Clouds



OBSERVING TH,:; MOON
PART 'II • '

Four Days Old
The next night the first glance through the telescope shows how

the sunlight has crept over the moon's surface. Nearly all trace of
shadow has gone from Petavius, which is now a mere outline in the
general brightness of the western side of the disc. But if Petavius
has gone, hundreds of new craters have appeared, especially on the
south, or top, where the whole surface is a confused mass of craters,
many squeezed into fantastic shapes.

Among these is a huge thing called JansSen, after a famous
French astronomer of that name. Its walls are riddled with craters,
while a large one intrudes on the bottom left, but the chief feature
on the floor is a large crack which is deep and broad on the lext,
but the chief feature on the floor is a large crack which is deep and
broad on the left, but gets finer and finer until it suddenly splits
into three, which curve round to the wall on the other side.

Not far away is what looks like a gigantic chisel-mark or a groove
cut by a bull-dozer. Really it is a vast valley which we can trace
for over 200 miles, blocked in places )jy. craters or great masses 01
fallen rocks. It is known as the Rhelta' Valley because a large crater
of that name partly fills it at the lower end. Perhaps, ages;ago,
a meteor grazed the moon and scooped out the ground at this point.

Heaving look-d at this valley, we "press the button" which slowly
moves the telescopy upwards, until a little sea comes into view.
This is called the Sea of Honey and has a most interesting coastline.
On the south is what, at first glance, looks like a horseshoe, a
huge crater with broad and rugged walls except towards the sua. Here
there is no wall at all, for on both sides the wall quickly narrows
and ends i.n almost razor-sharp pieces of rock. This horseshoe-
shaped crater is called Fracastorius and its interior is dotted over
with pieces of rock, little craters or pits and cracks.

Only part of the in orior is lit up, all the rest is in deep
shadow. "Since it is the southern part which is in shadow, this proves
that the wall is high tiiere, although we do not need this confirmation
of what our- eyes so plainly reveal. We can only suppose t at Fracas
torius was once a complete crater but the then liquid surface of the
Sea of Honey, surging with fiery waves xgainst the crater wall',
melted it away until a.breach was made through which the boiling lava
flooded a good deal ox the floor. There is no doubt that the tall was
once complete, for when, like the present, the sun is just rising as
seen from this part of th.. moon, and its rays are almost horizontal, we
can see a sort of ghostly outline cf the former wall. le shall see

later on that tiiere are large -numbers of these "ghost" craters on the
moon, and this very clearly tells us that there were creators on t e
moon before the great, dark plains were formed. They are, in fact,;
the relics or ruins of an earlier world. ,

The right-hand coast of the sea is marked by three large rings, of
light which seem to float in the darkness. They are the summits of the
walls of three great craters, called Theophilus, Cyrillu's and batharma,
Theophilus, which is the lowest, is over 70 miles across and its
mountain •/all rises,; in places, 3spiles above the inside. Below this
ring of lofty mountains is another but lower ring and, below this, yet
another lower ring, and so on until the interior is reached. Although
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these rings within rings cannot be seen tonight, we will certainly
be able to see them tomorrow when the sunlight will have lit up the
interior of the crater.

If we cannot examine the inside, the outside is plainly revealed
and is seen to be one mass of ridges, between which are thousands of
timy craters, with cits and mouncs all streaming away from Theophilus.
They look insignificant when compared with the- gigantic Theophilus,
but every one of them is as large as Vesuvius.

Some" distance below Tleophilus is a strangely shaped crater called
Torricelle, rounded one side and pointed at the other. On the interior
are cracks, two of which cut through the wall and then continue for
several miles across the plain. Other cracks lie all around.
Evidently this crater li.es within what was once a large and complete
ring; the wall of which can still be traced on the west, but has been
entirely destroyed and buried on the east.

Much farther down, in the middle of a dark plain called the Sea
of Fertility, are two little craters, one called Messier and the other
Pickering.' There is something very odd about this pair, for they
seem to change both their shape and size from night to nightJ A hundred
and twenty years ago, Mcdler looked at them over 300 times and to him,
-.©•a each .occasion, they, appeared exactly alike. Yet today, anyone can
see that tJioy'are as unlike. uach other as aoatlible. . Sometimes -thov-j.

look alike, at other times one may be twice as large as the other; one
may be oval from north to south and the other oval from east to westj
one may be oval and the othei triangular. But, and this is the strang
est thing of all, nobody can say which one will be oval and which
triangular. Sometimes part of the wall of one, or both, Bay hive
vanished, yet by the next night it may be the most prominent bit of
the wall.

Of course, nobody believes that the craters actually change their
shapes, as though they were living creatures; it must be caused by
some temporary alteration in the brightness of the, ground in this part
of the moon. Some people think this change is due to a deposit of
frost (the late Prof, ./. H.. Pickering suggested this explanation),
others believe that it is the effect of fog or cloud spread ng over
the surface. /hat ever the true explanation may be, the two enters
are continually changing their shapes while others, not far away,
always leck the same.

On October 5, 1952, observing with Dr. /. H. Steavenson's 30-inch
reflector at Cambridge, the two craters were very different even
from their usual aspects. Messier was decidedly oval from east to
west while Pickering was a pronounced triangle, the base lying on the
west. On the inner west slopes of both craters were dusky bands.

Some distance to the south, and slightly east, is a pearshapeci
crater called Gutenberg. It has long been known that several clefts,
or cracks, traverse the ground to the north-east of this peculiar
object. On September 26, 1953, I carefully observed this regicn with
the 25-inch refractor of the Combridge University Observatory. This is
one of the largest telescopes in the British Isles and also one of the
best. The objectiyo was made by the celebrated optician Thomas,Cooke
and was the largest he ever made. The night was of exceptional
clearness and the air very steady, so it was possible to use high
powers.

The very first glance at Gutenberg and is surroundings showed
not merely clefts but revealed that the three most prominent were
really composed of a vast number of craterlets, or little crater-
olaced rim to rim. Each cratch at is .obviously shallow, f r 1. .m_e



bright, -ithin some of them certain markings couic • -e,„ —
likflv cracks or perhaps debris from the aims. Numerpus fine ere,oko,nev^^tZ^eJo detected crossing the_ chief ones and connecting
them with each other. The east wall ox Gutenberg itself had such a
craterleWow all along its summit while on the western wall was a
much deeper example. 4. ».",„-* „-iffh+ riowiThese cracks connect with others which can be traced right down
to the peculiar light streaks which seem to stretch £°m Pickering ^
like the tail of a ccmet. A remarkable and suggestive feature is that
Ihe majoritt ox clefts in this region all run in the same direction,
that ±s from the south-west to the north-east. Far north of Pickering
is a little crater, called Cauchy, and near this are other cracks,
all lying in the same direction, or having the same strike.
Evidently there must be some explanation as to why features on the
moon so often exhibit this tendency to stretch in one way, usually
away from the nearest plain or "sea."

As we move the telescope so as to bring the northern part of the
noon, at the. bottom in the instrument, into the field 01 view we
very soon come to a rough ana mountainous region. The part im-
mediately to the oast of the Sea of Conflicts is rough and strangely
enough most of the craters here are incomplete, parts of their wails
missing. Many have been squeezed into fantastic shapes, craters iiJce
those near Maraldi or Romer. Acmer'itself is by no means infect,
it has high walls as we can easily see owing to the deep and strong
shadows thev cast. But Romer is inside a larger and much olaer ring,
with ver- low walls. In the centre oi Romer is a high mountain and
this .as'a little pit right is the summit. There are also some
cracks both inside and outside. Of the latter one on tha east is very-
prominent. Look how black and gaping this crack looks, ana 1so how
It winds its way across the surface, butting through the walls of
any braters 'which happen to be in its way. It can be traced xar
to the north, almost as xar as the Lake of Dreams.

This little dark plain is not ver interesting but on its_edge
is a very important object, called Posidonius. This crater is over
60 miles in diameter and its wall is high and quite regular on all
sides except on the east where it faces th. Sea of Peace. Here there
is a break in the wall through which the once fluid surxace of the
"sea" poured into the inside ox the crater. _

Posidonius is especially remarkable because on the inside there
is the remains oi what was once a complete ring. Now only fragments
exist and these are all low. a little to the east of the centre oi
the crater is a small one which is very white. Schroeter once sow
this little crater without any shadow at a time, when there should
have been a good deal because the sun was low as seen from the part
of the moon. The famous German observer Schmidt also noted this
small crater without shadow but this has not been seen in recent

^^Even in small telescopes some cracks can be seen inside Posidonius,
but as seen on April 19, 1053, with the Meudon telescope the interior
was -seen 06 be cracked in all directions and many hills ana a lew
tiny oits were also noted. Altogether no less than .fifteen cracks
were seen. A few years ago the late Dr. Porter, the American who
made detailed drawings oi the 200-inch reflector at Mr. Palomar,
before the design was finally settled, observed Posidonius with the
60-inch'telescope at Mt. Wilson. It says much for the superiority
of large refracting telescopes over reflectors for visual work on
the moon and the planets that much more detail was seen through the
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telescope at Meudon than through the 60-inch at Mt. Wilson,
A small crater lies on the wall of Posidonius and from this a

deep crack runs to a ring, called Daniell, This latter crater is
peculiar on account of a crack completely circling the floor or
inside and close to where the walls meet it*

We are now approaching the northern horn, or cusp of the moon,
the point which is at the top to the naked eye, but at the bottom in
the telescope. Among the many objects-in this region we immediately
pick out two craters close together. The one to the left, or west,
is called Atlas while the other is known as Hercules.

Atlas is about 55 miles across from one side to the 6ther. Queer
things seem to happen here. To begin with the inside of the erater
shines with a peculiar sheen, like the mother-of-pearl coating on the
insides ox certain shells; here too we find hills, tiny craters, pits
and the inevitable cracks. In the centre is a hill, not very high
and ill around it are what look like huge rocks, as ti.ough there had
been a great explosion at this point and a hill was shattered into
fragments.

Lith the g ant meudon telescope I have seen a lon^ crack running
from the lull in th. centre straight down towards the wall at the
north. It.dees not actually reach the wall, for here what looks like
some once plastic matter seems to have flowed on to the interior
just as though part of the wall had been melted down. Here and there
along this crack are pits -and a row of very low hills flanks it on the
oast. To the west of the crack is another one, even longer because
it can be traced almost along the entire length of the onterior.
Like the first crack there are pits at intervals and one of them is
in the centre of a dark, round patch. Net that his patch is always
dard for sometimes it is quite light, it varies in a most remarkable
manner and in a short time. On the east ox the first crack is another
dark patch, only this is shaped southing like a stocking.' This
patch also varies in tint from time to time. It may be that something
dark oozos from or is thrown, out of the cracks, for the stocking-
shaped patch has a craci, in its middle, whieh causes these patches
to vary in tint.

As for Hercules, the most striking object in its interior is a
deep crater- with a very sharp rim or edge, almost razorslnrp as seen
from the earth.

The line dividing the light from the dark portion of the moon
passes this night through the extreme western part of 'what is known
as the Sea of Cold. A large crater, Gartner,- can be seen actually
on the dividing line, and this has lost most of whatever wall it
once had on the side facing th^ "sea". Patrick Moore found much
•detail inside Gartner with the big telescopes, and also some cracks,
which seem to crop up everywhere on the surface of this little world.
between Gartner and the .round edge, or limb of the moon, are numerous
craters mixed up with mountains and hills cut through by valleys or
disturbed by ridges. The surface here is plastered over with rough
features and there can be little doubt that this state of things
continues on the other side, over the edge as it were, that portion
of" the moon which we never see or mil see until space-travellers visit
it.

As we rie^ar the actual horn, or cusp, the surface is altogether
distorted and becomes a mass of pits and hills. Among the many
craters is a huge thing called Meton and this is usually thought to



have an almost perfectly smooth interior. Certainly it looks like^
that hen the sun is higher,- that is in the late morning up thor, ' .•
but a mere glance now is sufficient to show that this "smooth"
floor itself is rough, although this can only be seen at a time like
the presen , when the sun's rays fall almost horizontally on to the
surface. There is a rather high peak on the wall, on the north
west, and _this is shown on some photographs of the moon, those teaken'
at the Pearis Observatory for examplo. But on April 20,1953, I was
using the 33-inca MeudOn telescop. and saw to ray great surprise that
a crack began at this hill and ran right out on to the floor almost
as far as the centre. .Jhere it ends, or rather just to the east is
a funny-looking thing: a hill shaped like one ox those peaked hats we
sometimes sec at carnivals or other gatherings. This hill is so lox\r

that it casts hardly any shadow at all, probably it does not rise mora
than 200 to 300 feet above; the surface of MetOn,

As soon as we leave Meton we find it very hard to say exactly
what we are looking at. There are parts of craters; great masses of
rour.h rocks stick up towards us; very dangerous they would be to any
one attempting a landing on this part of the moon, (rater breaks'
into enter, like'that pair of rings, glistening like snow in contrast
with the dark sky and the blackness of the darkened part of the moon,
where it is still night. These craters are called Challis and Main
the latter being nearest to the pole. Not that it is by any means
the nearest' crater to the pole for there are many others, some quite
large things, before the actual pole is reached. But in the moon as
fine a crescent as it is tonight, it is impossible clearly to see
this interesting portion of our satellite; we must wait until the
sun has crept further over the surface and past the First auarter
phase. We will see later -on that the pole itself lies on the inside
of a large ring, although its walls, or surrounding ramparts are very
low.

0 course we coula linger for a long time gazing at th. many s
strange things that are visible when the moon is about four days old.
'•Jhatever the phase there is always very much more detail to be seen
than even the finest and the quickest draughtsman can hope to rortray.
So far we have hardly touched the fringe of mystery and each night more
intersting things well be revealed. The slit in the observatory dome
closes with a growl, ana wo walk home beneeath a clear, starlight:
sky, with the crescent moon hanging low and looming red through the
denser air near the horizon.

.(REPRINTED FROM: OUR MOON by H. Percy Wilkins.)

Deep Sky Objects M 56 and 57
Both m56 and m57 are in the constellation of Syra, a constellation

being quite small although holding much interest. Lyra represents
the lyre presented by apollo to Orpheus, son of Eagrus and Calliope,
i-ith this lyra Orpheus charmed not only wild beasts, but also the
stones and trees and even chained the rivers in their courses.

After Orpheus's death, his lyre was placed in the sky, Vega is the
third brightest star that can be seen from Edmonton, ana close to* it
is the -iiltiple star E Lyra. Sheliak or B Lyra is an eclipsing
valuable changing between magnitude 3.4 and 4.1 in 13 days.

M 56
Globular Cluster (R.A. 19 h 14 m .6 Decl. +30°05 ') It is

located between Gamma Lyra and Beta Cygn; and is a compact 8th
magnitude cluster. It is about 5' in diameter and is -about 25'
south of a 6th magnitude star. _ Its distance is about 40,000 light
years, and is approaching the sun at the rate of" 143 Km. per second.
This cluster was first seen by messier on January 23, 1779. It is
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bright, large, irregularxly pound, very much compressed toward the
middle well resolved stars of 11th to 14th magnitude. Quite an
impressive object, with some resolution into stars In the*Outer parts
with an 8-inch reflecting telescope. It is somewhat harder to find '
than M 56 because it is not as close to any very bright stars. In
a smaller telescope It is quite faint, and appears much* to- "bhe observer
with a sma.ll telescooo like a comet,

M57
Planetary Nebulaein Lyra (R.A. 18h 51 m .7 Decl. 4i32°5S'). The

-famous Ring nebula was discovered b Antoine D&rqu ve of Toulouse in
1779. It is easily located between Gamma and Beta Lyra as a patch
of light about 1J in diam.:;tor, about as bright as a 9th magnitude star.
The Ring is elliptical, it longest •• rid shortest diameters being 74"
and 62". Its inner dimensions are about halx the outer ones. It
is known from its spectrum lines that M 57 is slowly expanding, but
astronomers differ as to whether the expansion has also been detected
by photographs taken years apafct. The central star is a difficult
object to see visually, and magnitude estimates disagree E. E. Barnard
found 14.1 and H. D. Curtis 15.4. Photographically, it is about 14.
The distance of the Ring Nelulu is still quite uncertain, but. is
usually estimated in the range of 2,000 to 3,000 light years,; The
Ring Nebulu is a challange to the observer. This small object boars
magnificitionwell, but the most suitable power depends on sky conditions.
It is not bright, an;.; at least a 3-inch telescop. is needed tc she it
unmistakably. With larger apetures, it is seen tc take the form of th
famers Ring. With a small teloscop. it appears as an ou-of-xecus star,
and at a higher power it appears to have variation in brightness.
Although quite difficult, it can be seen in 7 X 50 binoculars.
The Ring Nebulu is the, brightest of a class of objects known as
planetary nebulae, but the name is misleading, same it is
neitha planet. It is. in fact, a vary hot star which is surrounded
by an immensely aitended "atmosphere" or shell of tenuous gas.

answers to Astronomical Quiz
1. November 11

3. Omicron (0)
5. 18.7
7. 63rd
9. Thursday 12

11. = .009 x EFL
13. 9941.19 miles
15. 50

2. CrB

4. 864,000 miles
6. Sag.itta
8. 1868

10. True
12. Alphecca
14. (a) Rhea (b) 9.8

Disquieting Thoughts (No. 7)
.•Tien spending a auiet evening at home - just ask yourself tnis

important question: "Is my color television set properly shielded?"
You don't really know, do you? after all, it's not like you're one of
those "repair-T'y-sets-&-earn-extra-cash-in-your-sparo-time" types. And
if you were one of those "repair-tv-sets-&.- earn-extra-cach-in-your-
spare-time" types, even they don't own Geiger counters, and ii"you
could determine that you set was properly sheilded, what about your
neighbor's set? Is deadly radiation seeping into your "castle"', is
your home bombarded daily wxthaeird ions t at are making you sterile,
killing 3'our deg, ana turning your children into sideshow freaks?
Probably not J You can dismiss the above as rank alarmism because



Ralph Nacler had all tiiose defective sets recalled and properly shielded.
But what if your neighbor deliberately removed his shield just to g-et
back at youJ Have you ever had a fight with your neighbor? And how
would you ever know? Well, you might get suspicious when your feet
begin to glow in the dark, but by then, of course, it would bo too

(REPRINTED FROM NATIONAL LAMPOON, August, 1970 issue.)

Observing Notes:

Juno:' Moon - Full moon is on the 8th and last quarter is on the 20th.
Times of moonrise and moonset are on p. 22 of the "Observer's Handbook."
Mercury: on the 1st is in B.A. 3h.09m Decl. 15°5 ' N., and on the. lfth
is in R.A. 4h 57 m,. Decl. 22°42'N. Superior (onjunction is on the 21st.
Venus: It is a morning star, iiagnitude of -3.3, and rises about an hour
and a half before the sun.

Earth - Summer begins on the 21st.
Mars - It is prominent in Capricornus from midnight until Sunrise in
the South-Eastern sky, • •
Jupiter: In Libra, it Is well up in the South-East and sets about an
hour before sunrise.

Saturn! Ris.s about an hour before the sun, and is the constellation
of Taurus.

Uranus: Transits at 19h olm on the 15th.
Neptune: Transits at 19 h olm on the 15th.
Pluto: See Handbook.
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